We have listed the lengths of rope we used in our video and have given each piece a letter to hopefully
make it easier when building your poppet. You can always change the size, keeping the proportions, but
remember the smaller it is, the fiddler it can be!
Key for rope lengths, materials and tools listed on the next page >

All the rope and materials you find from the beaches should be washed well before you
use them
Wear a pair of gloves when you go beach cleaning and wash your hands before, during
and after making your poppet if a gloves make knotting difficult for you
Have a read of the material list and take your time preparing the rope, you will need
supervision from an adult to cut your rope as it can be tricky and you need sharp
scissors!

Tools
Large sharp scissors for cutting rope
Gloves

Materials
Head - roughly 10cm long. An object with a hole through the middle, like a bead.
Like a small buoy found on large fishing nets, or a piece of plastic tube.
A , 1 thin rope 50 cm - to hang
B , 1 thin rope 60 - 80 cm - for the head
C , 1 medium thickness rope 100cm - for the arms
D , 1 thick rope 150 cm - for the legs
E , 1 thin rope 60 cm - to tie the belly
F , 2 thin rope 200 cm - to knot the top of the arms
G , 2 thin rope 200 cm ( a different colour) - to knot the bottom of the arms
H , 2 medium thickness rope 200 cm - to knot the top of the legs
I , 2 medium thickness rope 200 cm (a different colour) - to knot the bottom of the legs
J, A bundle of tangled plastic ropes and pieces of net - to stuff and wrap the belly
K, Thin ropes minimum 100 cm - to tie and bind the belly

Plus Your plastic charm, intention and wish
A few handfuls of smaller plastic pieces for decorating
Scraps of thin rope minimum 50cm long - for tying plastic pieces on and adding character
2 drawing pins for the eyes

